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For TF Bank, sustainability is about conducting a responsible business where our intention is to have as limited 
negative impact on the environment and people as possible, and which creates sustainable values for our stake-

company, we have a responsibility and an opportunity to impact society positively by pursuing the sustainability 
issues that are most important to us. In December 2020, TF Bank’s Board of Directors adopted a new sustainabili-
ty program with four focus areas, which are described in more detail in this report.

Business model
TF Bank offers unsecured consumer credits to creditworthy individuals, digital payment solutions for both 
brick-and-mortar retailers and online retailers, credit cards for creditworthy individuals and savings accounts 
with competitive interest rates.TF Bank’s activities are concentrated in the Nordic region and other coun-
tries around the Baltic Sea as well as Austria. Our marketing strategy consists of providing easily available, 
straight-forward savings and credit products without complex terms and conditions and with high availability. 
The process is as digital and automated as possible, making us accessible while limiting our environmental 
impact. Within customer service, the Bank considers it important to have the capacity to offer personal service 
where this is required. Employees who are in direct contact with customers are largely based on site in the 
ten countries where TF Bank has operations, while central functions are based at the head office in Borås in 

Sustainability governance
The Board of Directors adopts the sustainability policy and approves the Sustainability Report and is hence 
ultimately responsible for the Bank’s sustainability work. The CEO decides on the sustainability strategy, 
including plans, goals and performance indicators, and report these to the Board. The sustainability policy is 
adopted on a yearly basis and includes all sustainability aspects according to the Swedish Annual Accounts 
Act: environment, social sustainability, employees, anti-corruption and human rights, and describes our work 
and governance relating to sustainability. The sustainability policy also describes the importance of integrating 
sustainability in the operations.

Human rights
TF Bank supports the UN’s International Declaration of Human Rights and associated conventions. In 2022, our 
intention is to sign the UN Global Compact.

Economic value
TF Bank generates economic values for most of its stakeholder groups: Deposit account customers in the 
form of interest payments, employees in the form of salaries, suppliers and business partners for purchases of 
services, shareholders in the form of dividends, and society at large in the markets where we are active through 
taxes and fees.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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Risks relating to sustainability
All our risk categories can include a sustainability perspective. The Board of Directors has the ultimate responsi-
bility for limiting and following up on the sustainability risks. The main principle of the risk management is based 

Security and Risk Management functions and the third comprising the Internal Audit. In addition to the risks 

Sustainability risk Consequence Management

Excessive indebtedness
The risk that TF Bank contributes
to excessive indebtedness in 
society

a whole may decrease, customers may face 
For every individual application, TF Bank ensures accurate 
credit assessment through our established credit granting 
process that is continuously being tested, developed and 
improved.

Compliance
The risk that TF Bank fails to 
comply with current regulations 
in its markets

as a whole may decrease, TF Bank may 

permissions

TF Bank’s compliance function continuously work to 

in close dialogue with local supervisory authorities. A whist-
le-blower function is available to all employees.

Corruption
The risk that TF Bank’s employ-
ees act on their own interest and 
in violence with the company’s 
code of conduct

The trust in TF Bank may decrease All employees undergo training in the code of conduct, 
and special training regarding anti-corruption. The training 
provides guidance in how to act if being uncertain in a 
relation or business situation.

Money laundering and terror 

The risk that TF Bank’s services 
are used for money laundering 

as a whole may decrease, TF Bank may 

permissions

Risk assessment and KYC process for every new customer 
in the Bank. Continuous monitoring of transactions and 
activities. Suspicious activities are reported to relevant 
authorities.

Suppliers
The risk that TF Bank’s suppliers 
act in a way that may harm the 
Bank’s operations or trust in the 
market

TF Bank may suffer both from a trust and TF Bank reviews each new supplier based on different 
criteria. Suppliers must accept TF Bank’s supplier code 
of conduct, with a yearly follow-up.

IT and data security
The risk that TF Bank becomes 
the target of an IT attack or 
data breach with the purpose 
of obtaining customer data or 
exposing customers to fraud

or integrity-wise, the trust for TF Bank in the 
market may decrease, which could lead to 

TF Bank has well-established and high-quality guidelines 
and routines for information security, and uses security 

Health and safety
The risk that TF Bank’s employ-

environment requirements

TF Bank may lose staff, the employer brand 
may be harmed, and TF Bank could as a 
consequence face difficulties to recruit new 
employees

TF Bank works with preventive work environment activities 
in close cooperation between management, staff, the work 
safety organisation and occupational health. TF Bank con-
tinually evaluates the Company’s efforts regarding work 
environment in order to be able to continuously improve 
the work environment..

Stakeholders
TF Bank’s operations are affected by have an effect on several different stakeholder groups. The company has 
an ongoing dialogue with the groups that are assessed to be primary stakeholders.

Stakeholders Type pf dialogue / channels Key issues 2021

- Credit granting process
- Customer service contacts
- Marketing

- Credit assessment
- Credit cards offering in Germany

- - 1-1 meetings
- AGM
- Press releases
- Interim reports
- Website

- Development for credit cards and e-commerce solutions

Employees - Intranet
- Employee survey
- Development talks

- Code of conduct

- Distance working
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Materiality analysis

operations.

Sustainability program
In December 2020, TF Bank’s Board of Directors adopted a long-term new sustainability program with four 
focus areas. The focus areas are based on the materiality analysis and provide a unifying framework for the 
Bank’s sustainability work. The areas have also been developed in the light of the UN Sustainable Develop-

also be used. In addition to the four focus areas, the Bank also has a number of social partnerships with the 
aim of making an effort for the most vulnerable.

Prioritised Very prioritised

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Linked to focus areas
1. Responsible lending
2. Business ethics and governance
3. Attractive employer
4. Climate change

s

Prioritised Very prioritised 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• Customer satisfaction 

• 
• 
• Employee develop-

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

1. Responsible lending

2. Business ethics and 
    governance

3. Attractive employer

4. Climate change

SDGsFocus areasMaterial sustainability aspects
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TF Bank’s focus areas in sustainability
TF Bank structures its sustainability work within four focus areas. The areas have been selected by the Board 

Area Why? Our promise Sub-areas SDG

Responsible 
lending

Responsible lending activities are busi-
ness critical and contribute to low loan 
losses for TF Bank and a well-functio-
ning economy in general.

For every individual application, 
we ensure accurate credit as-
sessment through our establis-
hed credit granting process that 
is continuously being tested, 
developed and improved.

• Growth in a controlled manner
• Customer protection
• Financial inclusion

8

Business ethics 
and governance

Good business ethics and sound corpo-
rate governance are basic prerequisites 
for TF Bank’s values and trust from 
customers, employees and the market, 
and also contribute to public trust in the 

We always act responsibly 
with a clear focus on regula-
tory compliance and high risk 
awareness.

• Anti-corruption, AML and 

• Data security and customer 
integrity

• Sound corporate governance 
and efficient risk manage-
ment

Attractive employer By attracting talented employees with 
different experiences and perspectives, 
we create the innovative climate requi-
red for long-term business success.

We offer a physically, men-
tally and socially healthy and 
developing workplace for all 
employees.

• Diversity and equality
• Safe work environment
• Competence development

5, 8

Climate change Climate change is the most important 
societal issue of our time, and despite its 
small direct environmental impact, 
TF Bank will contribute to the global 
goals and to reducing our global foot-
print on the environment.

We will reduce our own impact 
and contribute to reduced 
climate impact through our 
services.

• Reduce own climate impact
• Digital processes
• Contribute to energy transi-

tion

7

Responsible lending

KPIs 2021 2020

2.8 3.8 

Number of loan applications 7,043,040

- Of which denied

80 80

Sub-area 1: Growth in a controlled manner
TF Bank prioritises organic growth in a controlled manner. With the combination of well-developed credit 
granting processes and relatively low credit amounts, calculated risks are taken that can be quickly adjusted 
when the conditions on macro level change. It is inevitable that credit losses in absolute terms increase as 
the loan portfolio grows, but growth must never take place at the expense of higher risk. Thus, the ambition is 
for the Bank’s lending growth to be higher than the credit loss growth. Our goal is also to reduce the loan loss 
ratio annually. In 2021, loan losses decreased by 4 percent. Excluding the additional loan loss provision of 
SEK 30 million related to the uncertain macroeconomic situation during the initial phase of the pandemic in 
2020, loan losses increased by 7 percent during 2021. At the same time, the loan loss ration decreased to 2.8 
percent as a result of improved credit quality in the loan portfolio.
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Sub-area 2: Customer protection

which we ensure through our “left-to-live-on” calculation. Our customers must also not have a too high level 
of indebtedness. Additionally, TF Bank’s credits are characterised by relatively low loan amounts and short 
repayment periods, which increases the probability that our customers will be able to repay their loans, even if 

facility to take out insurance against suspension of payments due to unemployment or illness. 

Should the customers still encounter problems repaying their loan, we are committed to helping them. 
TF Bank has specially trained employees who contact the customer at an early stage in the event of a late 
payment in order to jointly agree on a solution and, if possible, provide advice and support.

Sub-area 3: Financial inclusion
Responsible lending is a necessary and important product category and function in a well-functioning eco-
nomy. By taking a credit, consumers can spread expenses over time.

TF Bank’s products shall be characterised by easy-to-understand terms and high availability, with the ambition 
of meeting the needs of creditworthy people who need to take a loan. Our lending therefore combines auto-
matic processes with manual processing. By providing local customer service, customers have the opportuni-
ty to get in touch and receive support with their matters in the local language. 

Business ethics and governance

KPIs 2021 2020

Number of customer complaints 21 18

Number of reported GDPR breaches 0 0

Number of reports to whistle-blower function 0 0

a foothold is a fundamental prerequisite for the continued trust of our customers, staff and the market. The 
Bank’s anti-corruption work is based on the Bank’s Code of Conduct, which encompasses employees at every 
level. Our Compliance function ensures that the Code of Conduct is reviewed and updated every year, and 
that the updated Code is shared with the Bank’s employees. In 2022, a special educational effort on the Code 
of Conduct will be carried out. Furthermore, regular anti-corruption training is carried out to give employees 
guidance on how to act in the best way if they experience uncertainty in a relationship or business relations-
hip. All in all, this contributes to an awareness among all employees that the work with anti-corruption is an 
ongoing process.

Credit assessment

result of our robust credit assessment. In each case, we ensure accurate credit assessment through our 
established credit granting process that is continuously being tested, developed and improved. Our long 
experience in the industry, our various geographical markets and difference economic conditions, has given 
us the know-how and data to be able to develop our models.

Credit assessment is performed in accordance with good lending practice and is always based on the custo-

be required to contact customers by telephone to ensure that the information provided by the applicant is 
correct. In markets where we have access to less information via credit information services companies, we ask 
for supplementary information, such as pay slips and tax returns, in order to ensure that our customers have the 
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We work proactively to prevent TF Bank from being used for money laundering both to counteract this socie-
tal problem and to protect our customers. The work takes place within the framework of the risk assessment 
and KYC process carried out on each new customer in the Bank. Thereafter, transactions and activities are 
continuously monitored. Suspected cases of money laundering are investigated and reported to the relevant 
supervisory authorities in each market.

TF Bank has an internal whistle-blower function where suspected cases of deviations from the Code of Conduct, 

anonymously by employees. If possible, the report should be made to the employee’s immediate manager, but 
in case it is not appropriate or possible, the report is directed to the Bank’s Compliance Officer. An employee who 
makes a report to the whistle-blower function and who chooses not to be anonymous is considered to act 
loyally with his or her employer and is guaranteed to not suffer any damage from a labour law perspective.

TF Bank has also adopted a Code of Conduct for suppliers. Suppliers must accept the code of conduct, or 
alternatively provide their own code of conduct with a corresponding content, in order to be able to deliver 
services to TF Bank. The Bank’s compliance department carries out an annual review of suppliers in relation to 
the Code of Conduct.

Sub-area 2: Data security and customer integrity
TF Bank has well-established and high-quality guidelines and routines for information security, and uses secu-

and strict information security measures. This also applies to our suppliers, which is established in our Code of 
Conduct for suppliers.

It is TF Bank’s obligation that the personal data we process is correct, complete and up to date. Personal data 
is protected by bank secrecy, which means that TF Bank may not disclose personal data to unauthorised per-
sons. The Bank also has extensive routines for processing personal data in accordance with GDPR.

Sub-area 3: Sound corporate governance and efficient risk management
TF Bank follows the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance and uses a well-proven model for corporate 

The company’s risk management is based on three lines of defence that start in the business and support 
units, which include all employees. The second line comprises the independent control functions Compliance 
and Risk Control, which review, evaluate and report to management and the board regarding risks and com-
pliance. The third line consists of internal audit, which is an independent audit function directly subordinate to 
the board. The internal audit is mainly responsible for providing the Board with reliable and objective evalu-

presence of risks and improve the control structure.

More information about TF Bank’s corporate governance can be found in the corporate governance report on 
page 77-87.

Attractive employer

KPIs 2021 2020

Number of employees 187

- Of which women

52 53

33 40

50

0 0

-

Number of nationalities in Board of Directors 3 3

Average age of employees 35 34

3.5 2.5

Number of part-time employed students 20 30
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Sub-area 1: Diversity and equality
TF Bank’s diversity policy has been adopted by the Board. At TF Bank, all people shall be treated with respect 
and dignity in accordance with our business principles. TF Bank believes that people with different experien-
ces and perspectives are a crucial factor in creating the innovative climate required for long-term business 
success. As a small company, we know that our success depends on the diversity and competence of our 
employees.

We work to ensure that all employees have the same rights, obligations and opportunities in all important 
areas of life. Important aspects of our gender equality work are to facilitate the opportunities to reconcile work 
and parenthood, to prevent and deter discrimination, to work for a more even gender distribution within our 
operations and to give all employees equal pay and conditions for equal work.

Sub-area 2: Safe work environment
All employees within TF Bank shall have an inspiring and safe work environment, both physically and psychoso-
cially. The physical work environment must be designed to promote health and safety, and all employees must 
have a good ergonomically designed workplace. Great emphasis is placed on preventive work environment 
measures, which takes place in close collaboration between management, employees, the safety organisation 
and occupational health care. TF Bank continuously evaluates the company’s efforts in the work environment 
area in order to be able to make continuous improvements in the daily work environment.

Sub-area 3: Competence development
A basic principle for TF Bank is to provide all employees with the opportunity for development and training. 
We continuously train all employees in issues that affect their own work tasks, as well as in broader and busi-
ness-critical issues such as money laundering. Based on development talks between each employee and the 
immediate manager, individual goals are set with the opportunity for individual development based on needs 
and ambitions. The ambition is for all employees to understand their role and the importance of their own 

The Bank also wants to be a springboard to working life and in several markets there are opportunities for 
part-time work while studying.
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Since TF Bank was founded in 1987, 
competence development has been 
an important part of the business. One 
of the Bank’s focus areas within sustai-
nability is to be an attractive employer. 
TF Bank believes that the best way to 
achieve this, is for talented employees 
to develop and grow within the Bank. 
Nadja Garrote, AML (Anti-Money Laun-
dering) officer, talks about her journey 
within TF Bank.

Nadja Garrote started working at TF Bank in February 

advanced through four different positions within the 
Bank. 

- I was recommended to apply for a position in 
Pre-collection by a friend who enjoyed working at 
TF Bank. Only after four days, I got the chance to 
work with customer service. In the autumn of 2020, I 
received the offer to start a new role in Back Office. 

Nadja is one of several employees who have deve-
loped within TF Bank and the business continues to 
invest in its employees. 

- At the beginning of 2021, I accepted my dream job 
at the AML department. The job advertisement was 
sent through internal channels a few weeks before 
Christmas 2020. For long, I have had an interest in 
AML and I never hesitated applying for the position. 
Throughout the recruitment process, I received 
support from various persons. Among others, from 
my, now previous, boss who supported me and 
pushed me to take this step in my career.

the new year I received the answer that I got the 
job. The tension was high and I was more nervous 

information, I was overjoyed. Being able to work with 
AML feels like a milestone both in terms of career 
and personality. It was therefore important for me to 
share this with my friends and acquaintances on social 
media.

A JOURNEY WITHIN TF BANK

After a few years with the Bank, Nadja has built up an 
understanding of TF Bank as a company and become 
part of the culture at the Bank. This is something that 
TF Bank sees great value in and that the Bank wants 
to take advantage of.

- The Bank is in an expansive phase and is constantly 
evolving. No two weeks are the same, which makes 
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Climate change

Sub-area 1: Reduce own climate impact

but we still challenge ourselves to reduce our impact by, for example, minimising the number of business 
travel. The indirect environmental impact occurs mainly through our suppliers’ energy use, especially regar-
ding server capacity. The Bank uses a cloud-based server solution that is considered more secure and is more 
energy efficient than having own servers. The server hall used is powered by 100 % green electricity and is 

As TF Bank’s operations are located in several countries, video conferencing opportunities have been prio-
ritised in all branches to reduce the company’s environmental impact in the form of travel, and to facilitate 
meetings between the Bank’s various units.

In our offices, we ensure that we have well-functioning recycling procedures. Paper, cartons, toner and 
electronic equipment are sorted and left for recycling. Our office supplies are purchased from environmen-

During spring 2022. TF Bank will assess the business’s CO2 emissions within scope 1 and scope 2, which will be 
published on the company’s website.

Sub-area 2: Digital processes
TF Bank is on a digitalisation journey where we develop internal processes and smart solutions for our custo-
mers, but different conditions apply in the various markets due to the country’s maturity to accept digital so-
lutions. In the Baltic countries and in Norway, all marketing and customer communication takes place digitally. 
In Sweden and Finland, the majority of new lending takes place digitally via loan intermediation but is supple-
mented by targeted campaigns via letters.

We strive to reduce our paper use through several different initiatives. We encourage our customers to sign 
loan agreements electronically and have come a long way in this work in several markets. We also see room 
for improvement regarding the use of e-invoices and invoices via e-mail to handle notices to our customers. 
Our Norwegian and Baltic customers are almost exclusively sent e-invoices and invoices by e-mail, while the 
majority of notices in Finland and Sweden are sent digitally.

Both in our marketing and in our administration, we use Nordic eco-labelled or FSC-labelled products, both in 
terms of paper, envelopes and cartons. In the e-commerce business, we offer our partners an AI tool, Avarda 
Return Optimiser, to reduce their return rates, which in turn contributes to reduced transports. 

Sub-area 3: Contribute to energy transition

panels in Poland as part of a national initiative to increase the energy share from renewable sources.Via the 

solar panels at Bolindo.
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5.5 Ensure women’s full and effective partici-
pation and equal opportunities for leadership 
at all levels of decision-making in political, 
economic and public life

7.1 Ensure universal access to affordable, reli-
able and modern energy services
7.2 Increase substantially the share of renewa-
ble energy in the global energy mix

8.5 Achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all women and men, including for young people 
and persons with disabilities, and equal pay for work of equal value

8.8 Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working environments for all workers, including migrant 
workers, in particular women migrants, and those in precarious employment

-

of stolen assets and combat all forms of orga-
nised crime

-
ry in all their forms

4.4 Substantially increase the number of youth 
and adults who have relevant skills, including 
technical and vocational skills, for employment, 
decent jobs and entrepreneurship
4.5 Eliminate gender disparities in education 
and ensure equal access to all levels of educa-
tion and vocational training for the vulnerable, 
including persons with disabilities, indigenous 
peoples and children in vulnerable situations

UN Sustainable Development Goals

where the largest contributions are made. In addition, TF Bank contributes through social partnerships 
within goal 4.

TF Bank’s social efforts – social partnerships for the most vulnerable

Zelmerlöw & Björkman Foundation
-

tion for a class of 43 students, 28 girls and 15 boys, at Kenswed Academy in Kenya. The Kenswed model is based 
on the idea that it is not enough to provide theoretical education for young people from difficult circumstances 

health and that the basic needs are met. For ZBF, it is important to reach the most vulnerable young people in 

the education, including teacher salaries, materials, classrooms, sports activities, food and drink. The class will 
graduate in 2023.

PlayOnside
TF Bank also cooperates with PlayOnside, which is based in the Thai border town of Mae Sot on the eastern 
border with Myanmar. Myanmar has experienced one of the most serious humanitarian crises in the world with 

countries. PlayOnside uses the power of football to educate and empower displaced Myanmar refugees and 
immigrants. Now, every weekend, about 700 children from 22 different migrant schools gather to play, learn 
and compete while making new friends and expanding their network in the process.
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THE AUDITOR’S OPINION REGARDING THE STATUTORY SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.

Our examination has been conducted in accordance with FAR:s auditing standard RevR 12 The auditor’s opinion 
regarding the statutory sustainability report. This means that our examination of the statutory sustainability 
report is different and substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with International 
Standards on Auditing and generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. We believe that the examination 
has provided us with sufficient basis for our opinion.

A statutory sustainability report has been prepared.

the shareholders on the 4 May 2021. KPMG AB or auditors operating at KPMG AB have been the company’s 
auditor since 2021.

Stockholm 17 March 2022
KPMG AB

                                                                                         Dan Beitner
                                                                              Authorised Public Accountant
                                                                                       Auditor in Charge


